The road to student-driven formative assessment

It's not the quiz that counts but the thinking that happens after.

1. Students know where they are
   - Tip: Poll students about how they did on a quiz with apps like Kahoot.
   - Tool Box:
     - Quiz: Hook students, check for understanding.
     - Poll: Gauge confidence.
     - Discussion: Promote self-assessment.
     - Data: Differentiate learning.

2. Students know where they are going
   - Tip: Get students to reflect on how they did and what’s next with apps like Socratic.
   - Teacher:
     - Teacher: Hook students, check for understanding.

3. Students know how to get there
   - Tip: Students’ questions drive learning forward with apps like Formative.
   - Student Driver's License:
     - Student Driver’s License: Hook students, check for understanding.
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